
Predicting Velocity Growth:
A Time Series Perspective
SCOfl F- HUN and PAUL T. W. M. VEUGELERS

ONE important issue involved in the choice of a
monetary aggregate for policy purposes is the predict-
ability of the relationship between the aggregate and
nominal GNP growth. This article examines the pre-
dictability of recent Ml velocity growth to assess
claims that the relationship between Ml and nominal
CNP has deteriorated.’

WHY PREDICT VELOCITY GROWTH?

The quantity equation of exchange states that nom-
inal GNP (Y) is identically equal to the product of the
money stock (M) and its velocity (V), or rate of turn-
over. Expressed in terms of growth rates, the rela-
tionship is equally straightforward: the growth of nom-
inal GNP is equal to the sum of the growth in the
money stock and the growth in its velocity.

If we take the ability to achieve a desired money
growth objective as given, the success in achieving a
nominal GNP goal is based simply on the precision
with which velocity growth can be forecast, For exam-
ple, if monetary authorities know that Ml velocity
growth will be 3.0 percent next year, a goal of 8.0
percent nominal GNP growth simply requires Ml
growth of5.0 percent. The uncertainty attached to the
GNP objective then depends on the uncertainty
attached to predicting velocity growth.

FOUR WAYS TO PREDICT VELOCITY

GROWTH

This paper evaluates four different time series tech-
niques used to predict future velocity growth over the

Scott F. Hem is an associate professor of finance at Texa.s Tech
University; Paul T. W. M. Veugelers is a professor of economics at
Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. This article was
written while Professor Hem was a senior economist and Professor
Veugelers was a visiting scholar at the Federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis,

‘For an alternative analysis of this issue, see John A. Tatom “Was
the 1982 Velocity Decline Unusual’?” this Review (August/Septem-
ber 1983), pp. 5—15.

period 11/1975—1/1983, roughly the last two full busi-
ness cycles. These techniques use only information
available at the time the forecast is made, the same
constraint facing a policymaker. Because of this con-
straint, we have restricted the class of forecasting
models to time series models, whose forecasts are de-
termined solelyon the past behavior ofvelocity growth
itself.2

It is important to note that the four techniques differ
with respect to the relative weights attached to velocity
growth behavior in the recent and distant past. Some
techniques’ forecasts of velocity are influenced more
heavily by recent trends in velocity growth, while
other techniques use longer trends. In addition, the
techniques differ in terms of their computational ease
and statistical sophistication.

Sample Mean Forecast

The technique that attaches the greatest weight to
the more distant past and is one of the simplest is the
sample mean forecasting technique. With this tech-
nique, next quarter’s velocity growth is forecast to
equal the average of velocity growth from 11/1959 to
the period immediately preceding the forecast (see box
on opposite page, equation l).~

Thus, for example, the forecast ofvelocity growth in
1/1983 is simply the average of velocity growth from
11/1959 to IV/l982. ‘We refer to this forecast as the
sample mean forecast and use the superscript (SM) to
distinguish it from others.

The sample mean forecasting procedure is not as
naive as it may appear on the surface. Ifvelocity growth

2
This infhrmation constraint limits the usefulness of econometric
models that utilize contemporaneous observations of other deter-
mining variables, because forecasting velocity growth in such a
framework necessitates that forecasts of these determining vari-
ables also be made. As a result of this complication, we ignore this
class of models.

5
The paper uses the new Ml measure, which is only available since
1959. Also, because this study was completed before July 1983, the
GNP series used does not include the latest revisions,
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these psocedures which give more weight to recent
observations, are felt to be sup nor to mean or mov-
ing-average forecasts because such procedures more The third forecasting scheme considered is the Kal-
quickly recognize changing conditions. Yet the proc - man filter (KE) technique.6 This procedure postulates
dure is not statistically derived and for that reason is that velocity growth is subject to two kinds of shocks’~
somewhat ad hoc (see above for more detailed descrip- temporary and permanent.’ The Kalman filter tech-
tion). The particular smoothing procedure employed
here postulates that velocity growth is related to time “the procedure i txplained in Ckmcns J M Kool Stati tical

in the specific fashion shown on page 35 equation 2. Appendix A. Tb Multi State Kalman Filter Method appended
to Eduard J, Bomhoff, Pred,cting the Price Lcvcl In a Vs orld that
Change all the Time in Karl Brunner and Allan H. Mcltzer
eds. t’conorn’c Policy in a World of Change Carncgic Roche ter

The coefficients from the triple exponential smooth Conference Series on Public Polics vol, 17 (1982) pp. 3~e.
ing procedure are allowed to change through time in a ‘It can he represented a two equations.

way that incorporates past v locitv behaxior, though it (5) v, —

allows for the influence ofpast effects to decay rapidly. (6) ‘i2’ ITL is

Onc coefficients are calculat d, they are simpl~ svherev’ i thepermanentle~elof~elocitvgrowthattimct The

plugged into the forecast equation (page 35 equation term represent a transitory shock to th - Its-el ofselocit growth
and thc p. reprc tnt a permanent shock to the lesel of ~elocits2

j to obtain a forecast of future velocity growth growth.
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nique further differentiates between small and large
shocks, so that four states are possible: (1) small and
temporary, (2) large and temporary, (3) small and per-
manent and (4) large and permanent. Based on the past
history of the growth of velocity, the Kalman filter
technique estimates the probability ofeach of the four
states and fbrecasts future velocity growth based on a
weighted average of the estimated permanent level of
velocity growth under each of the four various states.
The result is shown in the box on page 35, where vc, F

represents the permanent level of velocity growth im-
mediately prior to the forecast.

This model of velocity behavior can be shown to
correspond to an integrated moving-average model of
the form IMA (1,1), This correspondence indicates that
recent velocity growth information is used more heavi-
ly in the development ofthis forecast than either ofthe
two forecasting techniques considered thus far,

R.andom Walk Forecast

As a fourth alternative, a random walk model (RW),
which places even greater weight on recent develop-
ments, is assessed. This model holds that the change in
velocity growth is completely random, implying that
the best forecast of velocity growth in the future is the
current level of velocity growth (as shown in equation
4, page 35). The random walk model stands in sharp
contrast to the sample mean model. It suggests that
knowledge of velocity growth in the distant past is
irrelevant in forecasting the future because all relevant
information is already contained in the most recent
observation. The sample mean model, on the other
hand, weights observations from the distant past equal
to the most recent ones.8

THE- FORECAST-S

These four models were used to forecast velocity
growth from 11/1975 to 1/1983over two alternative time
horizons. The first forecasts were simply one-quarter
forecasts of velocity growth. The other forecasts were
for velocity growth over the next four quarters. For the

‘The random walk model of velocity growth, or variations that
emphasize more recent velocity growth, seem to have gained
wider acceptance because velocity growth recently has been
“abnormally” sluggish. As an example of forecasters who heavily
weight recent velocity behavior, consider this statement in Robert
A. Brusca Financial Markets, Irving Trust (July 15, 1983)”...
Ml’s velocity might even increase in the second quarter [of 1983].
If this happens, the Fed is more likely to be concerned with Ml’s
growth.” This statement suggests that velocity growth develop-
ments in the second quarter of 1983 will heavily influence velocity
growth in the third quarter.

latter forecasts, no information from the intervening
four quarters is used inany of the forecast procedures.°
The forecast of velocity growth over the next four

quarters made at time t = T-4 is denoted by ~T4~?,

where i = (SM, KF, XS, RW).

The One-Quarter Forecasts of Velocity
Growth

Table 1 lists actual quarterly velocity growth and the
forecast errors (predicted minus actual) from the four
alternative forecasts for 11/1975—1/1983, where each
forecast was developed conditionally on information
pertaining to velocity growth up to the period being
forecast. For example, the sample mean forecast
ç~r~~M))for 11/1975 was 2.79 percent, the average level

of velocity growth from 11/1959 to 111975. Since veloc-
ity growth was actually 3.77 percent in 11/1975, the
mean forecast underestimated velocity growth by 0,98
percentage points. The triple exponential smoothing

procedure (tSi~)and the Kalman filter technique
(~~)use these same observations of velocity growth
to obtain forecasts of 1.31 percent and 1.45 percent,
respectively.114 Both underestimated velocity growth
in 11/1975 by larger magnitudes than the sample mean

forecast. The random walk forecast (V?~)of a 1.36
percent decline for 11/1975 simply reflects the fact that
velocity fell at a 1.36 percent rate in 1/1975. As shown
in table 1, the random walk model yielded the largest
forecast error in 11/1975 (5.12 percentage points),

Table 1 lists statistics that summarize the different
forecasting performances of the different models: the
mean absolute forecast error and the root-mean-
squared error.’1 The closer the forecast is on average to

9
ln the case ofthe four-quarter horizon, we forecast velocity growth
over the next four-quarter period, not the quarterly velocity
growth four quarters hence, That is, if t is the period from which
the forecast is made, we forecast (In V

5
+

4
— In V

5
) >< 100, not (In

V,~
4
= InV, +s) X 400. For later reference, it is useful to recognize

that velocity growth over the next four quarters is equal to average
velocity growth over the next four quarters:

(In \‘t*, — In V3 x mO = [(In v,~,— In ~t+,,) + (In ~

— In V,,,) + (In v,+, — In v,~)+ (In V,~,— In ~,)l >< 100

= [(‘,~,+ ~ + V~+
2
+ V,~]!4

‘°Thetriple exponential smoothing technique was initiated in 11-
1973 using the average of velocity growth in IV/l972 and 1/1973.
(See box on opposite page for more details.)

r, he a forecast error for period t. Then, the mean absolute
N

forecast error is ~ ft
5

1/N; and the root-mean-squared error is

N
( ~ (aj’/N)”
t= 1

t= 1
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The table shows little difference in the forecast rec-
ords of the sample mean, the triple exponential smooth-
ingand the Kalman filter procedures, however. While
the sample mean forecast generally does slightly better
than the other two, the difference is not great at all. 12

Thus, it appears that knowing how velocity growth
behaved this quarter provides no more information
about how it will behave next than its behavior in the
distant past.

Table 1 shows that the decomposition of the forecast
error due to bias is less than 5 percent for each of the
separate forecast procedures.’3 Forecasts yield a large
fraction of the error due to bias when the mean of the
forecast series is different from the mean of the actual
series being forecast. The small fraction of the error
due to bias in table 1 is evidence that, regardless ofthe
forecast procedure, the mean of the velocity growth
forecasts is quite close to the mean of actual velocity
growth over the period II/1975_I/1983.14 The fraction
of the error due to variance increases when the series
tobe forecasted and the forecasts themselves havevery
different variances. The large fraction of error due to

variance for the sample mean forecast (.ç~M)) confirms
that the variance of quarterly velocity growth is much
greater than the variance of the mean of velocity
growth.

Regardless of which forecast model is considered,
the quarterly prediction record isnot impressive. Both
the mean absolute error and the root-mean-squared
error are quite large for each model. The root-mean-
squared error for the sample mean forecast, for exam-
ple, suggests a 95 percent confidence range of plus or
minus 11.2 percent. Thus, based on these different

1~
Wetested whether any one forecast procedure could improve

upon another hy regressing the forecast errors from one model on
the dilference in the forecasts (sec C. W. J. Granger and Paul
Ncwhold, Forecasting Economic Time Serie.s (Academic Press,
1977), esp. pp. 268—78.) In general, we found nothing to statisti~
cally differentiate the sample mean, triple exponential and KaI~
man filter forecasts- None of these forecast procedures could
improve statistically upon the others. Each of these three forecast
procedures, however, was found to improve upon the random
walk model, whereas the random walk model could not aid in
explaining the other forecasts, In sum, there is little statistical
evidence to differentiate among the sample mean, triple exponen-
tial and the Kalman filter forecasts; vet, all arc superior to the
random walk model.

‘
3
0n the decomposition of forecast error, see C. W. J. Granger and

P. Newbold, “Some Comments on the Evaluation of Economic
Fom’ecasts,” Applied Economics (1973), pp. 35—47.

‘‘The mean forecast errors for the sample mean, triple exponential
smoothing, Kalman filter and random walk forecasts are 0.53,
034, 0.97 and 012, respectively. This indicates that all of the
models slightly overpredictecl velocity growth on average for the
period 1111975—I/1983.

forecasting procedures, it appears that forecasting
quarterly velocity growth with precision is quite dif-
ficult, This suggests that the precision that monetary
policymakers have in achieving short-run nominal
CNP growth objectives is not great.’°

The lack of precision in achieving short-run GNP
growth objectives stands in sharp contrast to recent
efforts to require the Federal Reserve to announce
GNP growth targets. For example, a recent Business
Week editorial urged that, “Chairman Volcker should
be required to sa~what the Fed expects the quarterly
growth of nominal GNP to be, especially how its fore-
cast relates to money growth targets. . . . No one
knows better than Volcker that the economy is much
too complex to be guided simply by monitoring move-
ments in monetary aggregates alone” (emphasis
added). 16

The evidence provided here suggests that little
would be added by adopting an explicit GNP growth
objective. Ml velocity growth apparently fluctuates
randomly around a level of 2 to 3 percent, so that a
monetary target for Ml can easily be translated into a
GNP objective by adding 2 to 3 percent to it. The
difficulty with adopting such an objective is that the
random velocity growth fluctuations are quite large,
indicating that the Federal Reserve alone cannot close-
ly achieve a particular short-run CNP target that it or
anyone else would choose. In this regard, “attempts to
targt CNP within a narrow range would, deliberately
or not, provide an unwarranted sense of omnipotence
for monetary policy.”

Velocity Growth Since 1982

For the period as a whole, the sample mean forecast
works as well as any other procedure, an observation
consistent with the notion that velocity growth fluctu-
ates randomly about a fixed value. The table does show
large forecast errors for the sample mean model over
the recent period 1/1982—1/1983, however. For in-
stance, while velocity contracted at a substantial 2.28
percent rate over this period, the sample mean model

‘‘ia this vein, Karl Brunner, ‘‘I-las Monetarism Failed’?” The Cati,

Jonma! (Spring 1983), p. 42, has stated that “... discretionary
policies attempting to offset observed or anticipated changes in
velocity most probably raise, on average, the variability ofchanges
in nominal GNP”

“More Details from the Fed,” Business Week, August 1, 1983, p.

~ h Paul Voleker, Chairman of the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System, before the Subcommittee on
Domestic Monetary Policy of the House Coimnittee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs. August 1983, processed.
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was forecasting growth of about 3.00 percent. This
anomalous pattern ofvelocity growth resulted inavery
large root-mean-squared error of 9.52 percent for this
period — almost twice that of the full period. While
this may seem sufficient grounds to question the use-
fulness ofsuch a model ofvelocity growth, a number of
considerations suggest that it is premature to conclude
that the sample mean characterization has become
invalid.

To begin with, the other forecasting procedures also
have deteriorated significantly over this period. The
root-mean-squared errors for the triple exponential
smoothing, Kalman filter and random walk forecasting
models are 7.84 percent, 8.44 percent and 9.40 per-
cent, respectively. All of these measures indicate
much larger forecast errors than for earlier periods, as
all of the models have had less success in forecasting
recent developments. Velocity growth has become
more volatile recently and the performance of the four
forecast techniques has deteriorated accordingly.’8

Moreover, even though the sample mean model
performed worse than the other models since 1/1982,
this period is too short to attach great significance to
such a finding. There have been other periods of simi-
lar length in the past, inwhich the sample mean did an
inferior job; over the period 11/1975—1/1976, for exam-
ple, both the Kalman filter and random walk models
resulted in root-mean-squared errors considerably be-
low that of the sample mean. Yet, as we have seen, for
the full period the random walk model is clearly in-
ferior and the Kalman filter is slightly worse than the
sample mean model.

Four-Quarter Forecasts of Velocity Growth

Because policy generally is concerned with periods
longer than one quarter, tile relevant issue for policy is
prediction errors over longer time horizons, for exam-

“The standard deviation of velocity growth is 6.26 percent for the
1/1982—1/1983 period — almost twice what it was for the period
11/1975—1/1979, for example. This increased volatility makes it
impossible to test statistically whether the mean of velocity
growth has changed in the recent period, because the small sam-
ple tests used to test such a hypothesis require assumptions of
normality and equal cariance, Thus, while the mean of velocity
growth for the 1/1982—1/1983 period is smnaller than it was in the
earlier period, one cannot determine whether it is statistically
different. It is thus too early to argue that the mean model is
invalid. What may have changed is that the random shocks to
velocity growth have simply gotten larger.

It is interesting to note that ifone compares the mean ofvelocity
growth over the period II/1975—1/1983 with that of the preceding
32 quarters, no assumption of equal variance is required because it
is a large sample test. Comparing the means across these two
sample periods, however, indicates that there is no statistical

pie, four-quarter periods.’9 How do the different mod-
els generate such longer-run velocity predictions? The
sample mean, Kalman filter and random walk forecast
modelsyield fbrecasts that are independent of the fore-
casting horizon. At any specific point in time, each of
these models project velocity growth to be a given
value for the indefinite future. For example, the mean
of velocity growth from 11/1959 to 1/1975 was 2.79
percent. Thus, the forecast for 11/1975 based on the
sample mean model is 2.79 percent. Because this same
growth is forecast to continue over the indefinite fu-
ture, the sample mean forecast of velocity growth from
11/1975 to 1/1976 also is 2.79 percent.

The triple exponential smoothing forecasts — unlike
the other three techniques — are not independent of
the forecast horizon, however. The forecast of velocity
growth two quarters ahead is not the same as the
forecast ofvelocity growth one quarter ahead. Thus the
forecast of velocity growth for the next four-quarter
period is defined to be the average of the one-period’
ahead, two-period-ahead, three-period-ahead and
four-period-ahead quarterly velocity growth forecasts.
In this way, all the models essentially are forecasting
velocity growth over the next year based only on infor-
mation available today.

Table 2 lists the actual velocity growth rates over the
previous four quarters and the respective forecast
errors for the same period. The forecast error at time
is simply the difference between the velocity growth
predicted at t-4 and the actual velocity growth at t. A
comparison of tables 1 and 2 indicates, not surprising-
ly, that actual four-quarter velocity growth is much less
volatile than one-quarter growth rates. The standard
deviation of the quarterly growth rate is 5.54 percent;
it is only 2.70 percent for the four-quarter velocity
growth rate.

Irrespective of the forecast technique, the mean
absolute error and the root-mean-squared error in
table 2 also are both much smaller than their counter-
parts in table 1. For example, the root-mean-squared
error from the sample mean forecast technique for the
four-quarter velocity growth rate forecast is 50 percent
smaller than the root-mean-squared error for the one-
quarter ahead forecast, decreasing the 95 percent con-
fidence range from plus or minus 11.2 percent to plus
or minus 5.5 percent. Similar reductions in the root-

difference in the means. This suggests that the sharp contraction
in velocity growth since 111982, has simply offset niore rapid
velocity growth for the period 1I/1975—IV/1981.

“Recall footnote 9 that shows that velocity growth over the next
four quarters is equal to average quarterly velocity growth for the
next four quarters.
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Table 2
Four-Quarter Velocity Growth Forecasts and Summary
Statistics

Actual Four-
Quarter Growth’ Forecast Errors

Period — Q,) lW5
cI.l fô~’ ~4 ~.~çH;’ ç’~

111975 201% 085% 1.16% 274% 460”o
1111975 312 0.24 017 155 109
1V1975 4.72 187 230 140 331
11976 668 389. 588 524 804
111976 566 285 435 305 189
1111976 471 181 078 014 393
IV’1976 288 009 197 357 495

11977 2.38 064 3.14 419 411
111977 3.92 095 - 023 052 425
1111977 463 166 131 154 179
IV,1977 366 070 0.73 -089 114

11978 271 027 0.60 086 178
111978 419 117 011 043 1.62

111.1978 375 -069 091 144 1.95
1V1978 582 282 315 389 719

11979 671 374 4.90 588 600
11.1979 318 0.10 184 501 854
1111979 3.02 007 175 088 091

IV’1979 212 1.02 353 329 4.80
11980 224 091 317 2.61 2.03
111980 3.62 053 -079 -096 626

1111980 1 97 1 12 094 1 76 1 57
IV.1980 196 113 094 161 133
11981 412 101 070 014 066
111981 240 071 077 123 044
1111981 578 275 484 324 -882
1V1981 429 125 293 105 102
11982 188 504 7.11 530 1528
111982 005 3.12 232 3.02 400

1111982 277 593 772 619 1328
1V1982 -467 776 718 683 196
11983 311 605 072 413 816

Summary Statistics

Mean Absolute Error 1 96 245 264 427
Root-Mean-Squared Error 2 75 3 28 3 25 5 59
Fraction of Error Due to

(A) Bias 001 002 008 000
(B) Variance 089 010 012 016
(C) Covariance 0 10 0 88 0 80 0 84

‘Actual four-quarter growth rate is. (In V In V, ~) 100

mmit ari—sm
1
u,.trcd crmom mmmcl liii maim alisoluile cr1—ill— also nieaii—squared eriom-s imuotmi! (lii fim’st thn i iiiod Is br

ai ( is ideni br the 1)1111’! imli—ee.tst teclmmqmws. the one quart er--aIw.Ld hurl casts. tIn saniple nican

fom—e ast ILLS .L rnot—inc ,iui—si
1
n_mnd (nfl 1,11— flu Set’ Is

In the ease of hour (jmbtm—I ergros~tIiitte Piedm(tm0115 . —
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with using these more sophisticated models. More-
over, the sample mean forecast continues to be much
superior to the random walk forecast.2°

Finally, while velocity growth forecast errors for
four-quarter growth rates during 1982 are the largest in
the sample period, largeforecast errors ofthe opposite
sign were experienced earlier. For example, four-
quarter velocity growth was very strong through 1975
and early 1976, resulting in sizeable underpredictions.
Similar developments occurred in late 1978 and early
1979.21

POLICY IMPLICATIONS FROM

FORECAST RESULTS

The evidence presented here is consistent with the
hypothesis that quarterly velocity growth fluctuates
randomly about a fixed mean. If this characterization is
correct, then next quarter’s velocity growth is best
predicted by the sample mean. This is indeed what was
found. None of the alternative time series models sig-
nificantly improved upon the sample mean forecast.
The fact that the sample mean forecast procedure itself
did not do very well in forecasting one-quarter velocity
growth does not discredit such a model, but suggests
that the random short-run shocks are qtute large in
nature.

What can be inferred from large variations in ran-
dom shocks to velocity growth or their growing in
magnitude in recent years? Some have concluded from
this observation that monetary aggregate (especially
Ml) targeting is a quite hopeless policy.22 Even recog-
nizing the sizeable volatility in quarterly velocity
growth, however, it is difficult to see how this is true.
The results do suggest that policyniakers will find it
difficult to stabilize quarter-to-quarter fluctuations in

20
rhere is no evidence that any of the other forecasting procedures

can aid in improving upon the sample mean forecast. When the
sample mean forecast error is regressed against the difference
between forecasts, none of the coefficients on the difference arc
significantly different from xero. On the other hand, the sample
mean forecast significantly reduced forecast errors associated ‘vith
the other models for the four-quarter forecasts, indicating in this
case that it is a superior forecast procedure.

2m
Note also that large forecast errors in one direction, again, are
offset by large forecast errors in the other, so the mean errorfor all
models remains quite small, The mean forecast errors for the
sample mean, triple exponential smoothing, Kaiman filter and
random walk forecasts are 0.21, 0.41. 0.90 and 0.41, respectively.

22
For example, see John 1). Paulus, vice president and econ-
omist, Golrlman. Sachs & Co., “Statement in Alternative Tar-
gets fUr Monetary Policy, Hearings before time Subcommittee
on Domestic Monetan’ Policy of the Conmuttee on Banking,

nominal spending. Such fine-tuning of the economy,
however, has seldom, if ever, been the basis for recom-
mending a monetary aggregate targeting procedure.
Instead, monetary targeting procedures almost always
have been advocated on the basis of achieving long-
term economic goals.

While the sizeable volatility in quarterly velocity
growth does imply a great deal of uncertainty about
next quarter’s GNP growth even if next quarter’s
money growth is known with certainty, it does not
follow that it is particularly difficult to achieve longer-
term GNP growth objectives. In fact, as a comparison
of tables 1 and 2 indicates, the accuracy of velocity
growth forecasts, in terms of root-mean-squared or
mean absolute errors, improves as the length of time
over which velocity growth is measured increases.

The ability to forecast velocity growth better over
longer periods is related directly to the fact that
quarterly velocity growth fluctuates randomly about a
fixed value. Forecasting the individual fluctuations is
impossible. Over time, however, these random
fluctuations partially offset each other, which means

that longer-term forecasting is possible, because fore-
casters can “hone in” on the fixed value. The longer the
time horizon over which the forecasts are generated,
the more accurate the forecast is likely to he.23

As an example of this phenomenon, let us put
ourselves hack in 1/1975 and forecast nominal CNP
growth from 11/1975 through 1/1983. In 1/1975, we
observed an average velocity growth of 2.79 percent
from 1/1959 to1/1975. Suppose we took this estimate of
velocity growth as our forecast for quarterly velocity
growth into the indefinite future, as the sample rrmean
model suggests. Our forecast of velocity growth over
the interval 11/1975—1/1983 then would be 2.79 per-
cent. Actually, velocity growth over this period was
2.48 percent. Our projection of velocity growth would
have been in error by only 0.31 percentage points.
Thus, our forecast of nominal spending growth would
have been only 0.31 percentage points above what

Finance and Urban AflUirs.” US. House of Representatives 97
Cong. 2 Sess. (Government Printing Office, July 14, 1982), pp.
36—71.

23
This statement has a statistical foundation: suppose that quarterly
velocity growth is independent and identically distributed N(p.,
[7—). Then, in this case avem-age velocity growth over N periods is

distributed normally with a mean p. and a variance u
2
/N. (See

Coon Bhattacharyya and Richard Johnson, Statistical Concepts
and Methods (John Wiley & Sons. 1977), esp. pp. 210—13.) The
variance of the average dechnes as the nuniher of periods iu
calculating the average increases.
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actually took place had we known the actual course of
Ml growth.

The reader is reminded that this period— 11/1975 to
1/1983 — is one in which monetary aggregate targeting
has been discredited because of: (1) supposed shifts in
money demand and, most important, (2) financial in-
novations such as the introduction of ATS accounts,
NOW accounts, money market mutual funds, all-
savers certificates and money market deposit accounts,
which supposedly altered the relationship of Ml to
GNP. Yet, over this full period, a knowledge ofaverage
money growth plus a crude pr~ection of velocity
growth would have yielded a fairly accurate picture
about the longer-term course of spending growth.24

5m
The reader should not conclude from this analysis that the eco-

nomic nleterminants of velocity growth are unimportant. These
factors have been ignored here because they presumably would
he difficult to forecast cx ante. For an analysis of these determi-
nants, see Tatom, “Was the 1982 Velocity Decline Unusual?” and
Milton Friedman. “Why a Surge of Inflation Is Likely Next Year,”
Wall Street Journol. September 1, 1983.

SUMMARY ANI) CONCLUSIONS

This paper examined the predictability of velocity
growth using several time series methods. The results
are consistent with the notion that quarterly velocity
growth fluctuates randomly about a fixed mean. The
evidence suggests that forecasting next quarter’s veloc-
ity growth using average velocity growth over some
extended period of time is as effective as any other,
more sophisticated, forecasting approaches. For one-
quarter forecasts analyzed here, this method per-
formed as well as the more sophisticated techniques.

In addition, the accuracy ofaverage velocity growth
forecasts was found to improve with the time horizon
over which the forecast is made. For example, fore-
casts of average velocity growth over four-quarter
periods were significantly more accurate than those
over one-quarter periods. This suggests that monetary
policy is likely to be more successful in achieving long-
term than short-term GNP growth objectives. Indeed,
attempts to fine-tune could well result in greater,
rather than less, economic volatility.
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